ZedaSoft® awarded FAA/CAMI
Technically Advanced General Aviation Research Simulator (TAGARS)

(Fort Worth, Texas – March 13, 2019) ZedaSoft, Inc., a simulation and visualization software company announces the contract award 6973GH-19-C-00023 to build a technically advanced cockpit using Garmin avionics for human factors research. The simulator will be delivered to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), Civil Aerospace Medical Institute (CAMI).

ZedaSoft will use our CBA® for Simulation framework to integrate the Precision Flight Controls DCX-MAX cockpit [https://flypfc.com/shop/training-systems/fixed-wing/max-cockpit-systems/dcx-max/] with a Garmin G1000 simulation based on the Garmin G1000 Trainer [https://buy.garmin.com/en-US/US/p/588901]. DiSTI’s GL_Studio graphics development tool [https://www.disti.com/user-interface/gl-studio/] will be used to replicate the cockpit look and feel of the Piper Malibu M350 aircraft. The aircraft flight model and aircraft systems models will be supplied by Bihrle Applied Research (BAR) using their DSix simulation environment. [https://www.bihrle.com/dsix/index.dna] TAGARS will use the existing MetaVR Virtual Reality Scene Generator (VRSG) ([www.metavr.com]) for the out-the-window and sensor visual system.

CBA for Simulation allows various cockpit instruments and systems to be tightly integrated into the aircraft simulation. An extensive library of interface controllers has been built to include helmet mounted displays and head-up-displays, head-trackers and other augmented and virtual reality devices. The evaluation of these devices will be the focus of future human factors avionics research at the FAA Civil Aerospace Medical Institute (CAMI).

About ZedaSoft

ZedaSoft develops and integrates open architecture based products and solutions for our simulation and visualization customers including Lockheed Martin, BAE, U.S. Army, U.S. Air Force and other defense, government and commercial organizations. The main goal at ZedaSoft is to strike the balance between agility and cost-effective deployed solutions utilizing our modern open systems architecture platform, Container Based Architecture (CBA®) for Simulation.
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